Effect of camera angulation on adaptation of CAD/CAM restorations.
A significant concern with computer-assisted design/computer-assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM)-produced prostheses is the accuracy of adaptation of the restoration to the preparation. The objective of this study is to determine the effect of operator-controlled camera misalignment on restoration adaptation. A CEREC 2 CAD/CAM unit (Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany) was used to capture the optical impressions and machine the restorations. A Class I preparation was used as the standard preparation for optical impressions. Camera angles along the mesio-distal and buccolingual alignment were varied from the ideal orientation. Occlusal marginal gaps and sample height, width, and length were measured and compared to preparation dimensions. For clinical correlation, clinicians were asked to take optical impressions of mesio-occlusal preparations (Class II) on all four second molar sites, using a patient simulator. On the adjacent first molar occlusal surfaces, a preparation was machined such that camera angulation could be calculated from information taken from the optical impression. Degree of tilt and plane of tilt were compared to the optimum camera positions for those preparations. One-way analysis of variance and Dunnett C post hoc testing (alpha = 0.01) revealed little significant degradation in fit with camera angulation. Only the apical length fit was significantly degraded by excessive angulation. The CEREC 2 CAD/CAM system was found to be relatively insensitive to operator-induced errors attributable to camera misalignments of less than 5 degrees in either the buccolingual or the mesiodistal plane. The average camera tilt error generated by clinicians for all sites was 1.98 +/- 1.17 degrees.